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The Kipper Cards are read in conjunction with the directions of the Main Character 1 and Main
Character 2 (Cards 1 and 2), you read will always navigate around these two cards.
Main Character 1 and 2 Relationships
These relationships depend on the deck you are using and the direction in which the Main Characters
are looking. The cards used in this example are pictured below. If your character cards are facing in the
opposite direction read in the direction of their gaze (note, there are 2 versions of Kipper:
1890's version - Main Character 1 Faces Right / Main Character 2 Faces Left
1920's version - Main Character 1 Faces Left / Main Character 2 Faces Right

Image shows the 1890's
directions, deck is The Card
Geek's Kipper Deck
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

Card 1 - Card 2
The two Main Characters are facing one
another, their relationship is on solid ground. If
close together it signifies a strong marriage, if
further apart shows that although their
relationship is solid, they have their own
interests and lives.

Card 2 – Card 1
Their backs are turned to one another, the
relationship is troubled, they do not see eye to
eye. Thoughts of separation exist. The cards
between the two Main Character Cards show
what needs to be resolved between the two or
what is holding them together.

In each of the cards descriptions we will discover more on their relation to the Main Character.

3. State of Marriage
Core:

Strength of connection

Keywords:

Link, Connection, Relationship, Rapport, Bond, Commitment, Partnership

Notes:
This card shows a relationship to something. It could be to people, material
goods, occupation, thought processes etc. If the card in front of the Main Characters
then a strong Union is suggested. If behind the Main Character’s back then they have
little interest in the Marriage. The cards surrounding the State of Marriage will show the
state of the Querent’s relationships.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

4. Convene
Core:

Harmony

Keywords:
Happiness, Party, Friendship, Gathering, Meeting, Get-Together, Being At
One With, Families Getting Together, Being With Other People In A Warm Environment,
Social Circle, Lust, Intelligence, Subtlety
Notes:
The cards surrounding will indicate the type of gathering, or the nature of
the harmony.

5. Good Gent
Person:
Core:
Keywords:

Father figure, experienced gentleman, someone you turn to for help
Positivity
Good news, Self Confidence, Help, Stability, Support, Realism

Note:
Good Gentleman has a positive influence on the cards surrounding it
provided no inauspicious cards around. When this card signifies a person the querent
knows, he is the Gentleman the Querent turns to in times of trouble. When the card
signifies an influence or situation then it shows a positive outcome. When using
Auspicious/inauspicious technique this card behind the MC is a warning of failed and
difficult business.

6. Good Lady
Person:

Mother, Elderly Female, Experienced Lady

Core:

Joy

Keywords:

Beauty, Caring, Motherly Advice, Anchor, Compassion. Empathy

Note:
The Good Lady signifies all things harmonious, the motherly touch. She
symbolizes pleasure when touching the Main Character cards, she may also show
support. However, when directly at the Main Character’s back it may show an innate
sadness within the Querent, the lacking of a motherly quality in their life.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

7. Pleasant Letter
Core:
News
Keywords:

Contact, News, Written Communication, Correspondence

Note:
Happy Tidings when it falls in front of or above Card 1 or Card 2, falling
behind these cards it means Slander, Grief and Worry. This card also signifies Verbal
Exchanges, Phone Calls etc.

8. Dishonest Person
Person:
Deceitful person, untrustworthy friend
Core:

Beware

Keywords:

Warning, Dishonesty and Wrongness (not necessarily a person)

Notes:
If the card falls close to Card 1 or 2 it means Misfortune and Danger, further
away it means Loss, Hypocrisy and Betrayal to fear. Somebody wishing you harm. All
cards surrounding this will be reversed in meaning. Directly in front of the Main
Character shows danger and deceit coming. This card has the general feeling of
something being not quite right and the Querent should take note of the cards
surrounding to identify where the wrongness lies. When not close to the Main Character
look to the card to the left of Dishonest Person to find out what the Querent is hiding.

9. Change
Core:

Change

Keywords:

Move, Transition, Shift, Goodbye, A New Direction, Completion

Note:
Near to Card 1 or 2 a change of abode will come soon, more distant from
these cards the change will be protracted. Look to the surrounding cards to ascertain
what will change. Close to the Main Character this Change will happen soon, further
away it will take longer. Using the directional influence of this card, cards to the left will
be changed and cards to the right will show the outcome of the change. Cards above
will show the mental implications and below the subconscious implications.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

10. Journey
Core:
Experiences
Keywords: Journey, Choice of Direction, Form of Transport, Life’s Journey, Visit
Somebody, Movement, Choice
Note:
If this card is surrounded by positive cards it means a good, happy journey, if
no good cards are nearby the journey will be fraught with inconveniences. Look to the
surrounding cards to ascertain what kind of journey.

11. Win Lots
Core:
Abundance
Keywords: Gain, Money, Come Into Money, Meaning Of “Lots”, Material Abundance, An
Augmented Value (see below), Materialistic.
Note:
When nearby, one will receive great wealth through fortunate undertakings,
however when distant it means the opposite. The closer to the Main Character the
better.

12. Rich Girl
Person:

Naïve Younger Female, Sister, The Mistress

Core:

Happiness

Keywords:

Innocence, Renewal, Regeneration, Harmony, Carefree

Note:
Tells of a happy life, if surrounded by bad cards it signifies family sorrow.
If you are looking for a mistress in the spread, this card does not mean it unless it is
neighbouring the Main Character (male) and Good Outcome in Love. When not
signifying a Person this card means a good outcome, harmonious conclusion. The rich
girl when looking at traditional meanings can be very positive and happy but then
when in an inauspicious placement or surrounded by negative cards it can be a
warning against treachery and or jealous behavior.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

13. Rich Gent
Person:
Lover, Colleague, Investor, Mr. Right
Core:

Idealism

Keywords:

Company, Bank, Security, Principles

Note:
Brings good news and Luck when not surrounded by harmful cards. If you
are looking for a lover in the spread, this card does not mean it unless it is
neighbouring the Main Character (female) and Good Outcome in Love. This card also
has a positive exuberance on the cards surrounding it.

14. Sad News
Core:
Negative Experience
Keywords: Grief, negative news, unpleasant situation, emotional or psychological
issues, loss, grief, let go of something, disappointment, say goodbye to something. Also
frustration and negative feelings.
Note:
When close to Card 1 or 2 it won’t be long before something unpleasant
comes along.

15. Good Outcome in Love
Core:
Love and Friendship
Keywords:

Love and Friendship, Indicates an auspicious outcome.

Note:
Two lovers symbolized by the doves and loyal friendship by the dog. The
announcement of a good outcome in all things to do with Love, Family and Social
acquaintances. If Card 8 is nearby, one must deal with Obstacles and Deceit. When
this card falls with Main Character (Male) and Rich Girl it can indicate a mistress
relationship. Likewise with Main Character female and Rich Young man it indicates a
lover. When both Main Characters, Infant and Good Outcome in Love are together it
can signify a pregnancy.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

16. His Thoughts
Core:
Romance
Keywords: Thoughts, Understanding, Strategies, Respect, Understanding, Investigation,
Plans
Notes:
The thoughts of somebody you are interested in are good as long as cards
8, 14, 23, 24, 29 and 30 are not close by. This card does not necessarily relate to “his
thoughts”, its closeness to the Main Character will indicate whether it is the Querent's
Thought process that is shown, usually it shows the plans and strategies of the querent
or somebody around them. In the ASS Altenburger deck I quote “The card for a
romance, but also means folly and thoughtless devotion, a delight”

17. A Gift
Core:

Gifts of all Shapes, Sizes and Essence.

Keywords:

Recognition, Happiness, Receive A Compliment, Gaiety, Your Own Self

Notes:
card.

If this card lies near Card 1 or 2 it shows a Gift, it is always an auspicious

18. Infant
Person:

Young Child, Baby

Core:

New

Keywords:

Child, Something New, Naivety, Fresh, Creation, Product, Small

Note:
This card signifies a new baby when the Main Characters are equal
distances from Infant and Good Outcome in Love is neighbouring or when the State of
Marriage and Good Outcome in Love cards are neighbouring. Should an inauspicious
card be nearby, there will be Annoyance, Strife, Sorrow and Worry.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

19. Fatality
Core:

End

Keywords:

End, Separation, Sudden Occurrences, Termination

Notes:
End of an era. Alone this card does not signify death or bereavement, the
surrounding cards will indicate. If this card falls close by Card 1 or 2 there will be a
fatality in the Family, if card 21 falls immediately nearby the fatality will take place
quickly and unexpectedly. When falling distant (in front of) can mean grief in the
family, when falling distant (behind male querent) can mean debauchery and when
falling distant (behind female querent) can mean loss of position.

20. House
Core:

Stability

Keywords:
House, Residence, Homeland, Native, Family, Happiness, Identity, Where
You Come From, What You Identify Yourself With.
Note:
House auction when combined with Card 23 Court or 30 Court Official.
Near Card 1 or 2 means Fortune and Blessing in all undertakings, should it fall in the
centre of the spread all the People cards falling around it are dangerous.

21. Living Room
Core:
Comfortable, To Feel At Home
Keywords:

Home, Apartment, Living Area, Visitors, Centre, Inner Harmony.

Note:
Where the Previous Card House signifies where you come from and with
what you identify yourself with, Living Room is the core peace you feel in your home. If
this card is close to the person card it tells something is about to happen in the home,
look to the surrounding cards to identify what. If this card falls near Card 1 or 2 it shows
whether good or bad is coming, see the cards surrounding.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

22. Military Person
Person: Brother, Friend, Professional Wearing uniform, Doctor, Police, Official
Core

Structure, Authority, Advice – also a warning of misfortune!

Keyword

Battle, Strict, Destruction, Aggression, Obligations, Responsibilities.

Note;
May signify the Querent’s need to follow the rules when close to the Main
Character. When next to a Person card – you have a misguided opinion of that person,
if the surrounding cards are positive then they are a better person than you think, if
they are negative cards the person is not as honest as you think.

23. Court
Core

Justice

Keyword

Formalities, Conflict, Prejudice, Bias, Legal Proceedings, Decisions

Note:
When Prison, Military Person or Court Official fall nearby a lawsuit is probable.
Good outcome when before card 1 or 2, Bad when it falls behind these cards. When
this card falls with a Person Card it shows this person is jealous and holds a grudge.

24. Theft
Core

Loss

Keyword

Theft, Fraud, Unjust, No Respect, Meanness, Unhappiness

Note:
Something will be taken, whether that be material or spiritual. Falling before
card 1 or 2 one will recover the Loss, falling afterwards one will have damages
(meaning one will have unrecoverable loss).
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

25. High Honours
Core
Honor
Keyword

Recognition, Promotion, Superficial, Ego, Longevity

Note:
You will receive High Honors if this card falls close to Card 1 or 2, when
further away it makes all the surrounding cards true. The closer to the Querent the
more recognition is received. Under the querent it can suggest a superficial need for
recognition.

26. Great Fortune
Core
Wellbeing
Keyword

Wellbeing, Spiritual Growth, Self-Knowledge, “It’s Worth It”, Positive Outcome.

Note:
Reduces the meanings of negative cards in the vicinity and amplifies positive
cards. The card to the left of the Great Fortune card receives the most amplification
and therefore the greatest fortune.

27. Unexpected Money
Core
Sudden good turnaround
Keyword
Improvements, Business Person, Contracts, Wallet, Money, Unexpected
Recognition, Gain, Sudden Turnaround, Inheritance
Note:
This card signifies unexpected windfalls that the querent deserves to
receive i.e. a Karmic feel to the positive outcome. It can also be a simple Money card.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

28. Expectation
Core
Ideals
Keyword
Expectations, Aspirations, Wait, Prospects, Patience, Don’t Force Events, Be
Ready, Delay, Anticipation
Note:
Timing can be a few months. Can signify the querent’s Deepest
Expectation/Aspiration.

29. Prison
Core
Constraints
Keyword
Misfortune, Secrets will be revealed, Isolation, feeling stuck, punishment,
feeling tied, constraints, restriction
Note:
A family secret will be revealed. Alone this does not signify actual physical
imprisonment – Court and Court Official would need to be in the vicinity to signify the
process of imprisonment. Can also signify a large building.

30. Court Official
Person:
Judge, Magistrate, Lawyer, Official
Core

Conflict

Keyword
Sad Tidings, Being Faced With Legal Action, Bad News, Discord, Defense,
Conflict, Nervous
Note:
Near to Card 1 or 2 Sad Tidings are inevitable. Only legal proceedings when
combined with Court and Military Person or Prison.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

31. Illness
Core

Illness

Keyword

Illness, Disease, Unhealthy, Discomfort, Malady

Note:
Only a short illness if surrounded by favorable cards. When neighboring
Coffin then an incurable illness. Can mean situations are unhealthy too. This card
should be used as a significator when looking for issues in a spread, look to the cards
around to explain the discomfort expected.

32. Sorrow
Core

Misery

Keyword

Sadness, Sorrow, Misery, Worries, Negative Outcome

Note:
Sorrow and Unpleasantness when this card lays near to Card 1 or Card
2, it will have a favorable outcome if any of the following cards are close by 5, 6, 7, 15,
26.

33. Gloomy Thoughts
Core
Depressive feeling
Keyword

Depression, low, demoralized, gloomy, blue

Note:
If card 26 is nearby happiness will blossom, if it is far away one will
experience demoralization and misery. This card is a slighter version of Card 32, here
we have depression versus the sorrow and misery of Card 32. It can be a warning of
fraud – check through before you commit to anything.
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Deck: The Card Geek's Kipper

The Cards

34. Work
Keyword

Job, Profession, Hobby, Position, Employment, Occupation, Pastime

Note:
Good outcome in Business when laid next to Card 1 or 2. The cards
around this one can also show where work is needed.

35. Long Way
Core

Space and Time

Keyword

A Long Way, Great Distance, A Long Time, Slow Progress, Spatial

Note:
This card always means a long way, great distance. Some readers
believe that everything that falls behind this card is not going to happen until the two
year mark.

36. Hope Great Water
Core
Material Realization
Keyword
Grounded

Hopes, Dreams, Illusions, Attainment, Foreign Lands, Overseas, Anchored,

Note:
Hope will turn to Joy, Happiness and Blessing in great Abundance if Card
26 lays nearby, also News from a distant land or a journey over the sea. A very
auspicious card, you will attain what you are hoping for. Please note, some readers
often see Card 36 as the card to signify dependency (drugs or alcohol) – it can mean
that a person is an addict if it falls above the Main Character, beware when using this
interpretation as it could also mean a hopeful outlook - look to the cards around for
justification.
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THAN K Y OU!

THANK YOU!
FROM
TONI SAVORY
@THECARDGEEK

"See you on social media!"

SEE YOU ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
Thank you so much for downloading the Kipper
Meanings. We hope you love your Kipper journey and
we would love to see your spreads on Social Media!
Tag us on any platform @thecardgeek as you
practice your spreads!
If you haven't joined us yet on Facebook, be sure to
join the World Divination Association and World
Kipper Association groups where you will be able to
navigate through all our specific system practice
groups!

50% OFF
As a special thank you, if you sign up for any
LENORMAND courses on the World Divination
Association website, use the coupon below to
enjoy 50% off a course of your choice!

COUPONCODE:

PROBUSINESS
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